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About C-DAC

Centre for Development of Advanced Computing 
(C-DAC) is the premier R&D organization of the 
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology 
(MeitY), Govt of India, for carrying out R&D in IT, 
Electronics and associated areas.

Educational Technology is one of the interest areas 
of C-DAC. The various activities carried out by C-
DAC in educational technology include R&D in 
specific areas, creating awareness, exploration as 
well as adoption of FOSS in education.

Current Educational Technology 
initiatives at C-DAC, Mumbai:

? Parikshak - An Online Program Grading tool
? PACE - Process Automation for Competitive 

Exams
? Assessment and Monitoring Framework for 

CBSE and State-board schools.
? OLabs- Online Labs for schools
? eBasta - School books to e-books
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Salient Features

? Web-based system
? Fast and effective solution for multiple choice 

based exams and data collection.
? No need to use specific paper or scanner

s Tests can be conducted on a normal A4 size 
paper

s Response sheet can be scanned for further 
processing using a normal scanner

? Fully configurable
s Response sheet can be customized as per 

requirement
s Output of processed sheets can also be 

configured
? Sophisticated Diagnostics module to handle 

errors in scanned result data
? Attendance verification, Marks verification & 

Result Analysis modules included

Main Uses

?  Class tests in schools
?  Candidate screening tests for recruitments,  
      fellowships, etc.
?  Competitive Exams

How to use OBRIC?

?  OBRIC is available as a service on a pay by use 
      basis.
?  Pricing depends on number of sheets to be 
      processed & responsibilities being handled by  
      CDAC.
?  Write to us for custom pricing based on your 
      requirement.



Objective Responses Image based Capture (OBRIC) can be used for objective type tests, feedback forms, survey forms, etc. OBRIC can 
process scanned images of response sheets and display processed output as per user requirement.  
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Background

Though there are number of sophisticated online testing 
systems available, often objective-exams are conducted 
in an offline mode – using OMR sheets for example. This 
is mainly due to infrastructure constraints, lack of 
technical support, security and recovery concerns, etc. 
These OMR sheets have a set of blank ovals or boxes that 
correspond to each question, have barcodes for 
automated processing and are also thicker than usual 
paper. A special OMR scanner is required for processing 
of these sheets. For small scale exams, surveys or tests, 
investing in OMR scanner and OMR sheets is expensive. 

About OBRIC

Objective Responses Image based Capture (OBRIC) is a 
web-based system for processing of objective type tests 
conducted using specially designed answer sheets. 
OBRIC can process scanned images of response sheets 
(and does not require special OMR scanner) and display 
processed output as per user requirement. It uses image 
processing to identify ovals and shading within the oval. 
Currently OBRIC is being used for recruitment & 
competitive examinations and is able to provide results 
within one day of conduction of exam.

Choose from existing templates or get customised version of sheet.

Print sheets on normal A4 papers.

Distribute the answer sheets to candidates. Ovalling of answers can be 
done by Pen/Pencil.

Collect the duly filled answer sheets and Scan using normal scanner.

Use OBRIC to process the scanned sheets. Get the results and analysis.
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